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Thermomechanical behavior of large ash flow calderas EvgeniiB. Burov1 and LaurentGuillou-Frottier Geologyand MetallogenyLaboratory,BRGM, Offdans,France



Abstract. The fundamental thermal and mechanicalprocessesthat occur within the "ash flow caldera-magmachamber" systemsremain largely enigmatic. To date, the only modelsof caldera collapseare simple, mostly elasticor viscoelastic mechanicalmodelsthat can predict someof the conditionsprecedingthe collapse. They cannot, however,predictthe collapseitself becausethey are incapableeither of reproducingthe formationof faultsor of accountingfor the brittle-ductiletransitions and fault-related thermal anomalies. We have constructed analytical and numerical therrnomechanicalmodelsthat accountfor both elastic-plastic-ductilerheologyand physicalpropertiesof the caldera rocks. The overpressured magma is evacuated through a central vent and transformsinto ash flow units depositedwithin the forming caldera. Brittle deformation,faulting, and subsequentcollapseof the structure are reproduced.The resultsshowthat in the absenceof a regionalstress



fieldthe collapseon bothsideswill occuronlyfor aspectratios(i.e., calderadiameter to the depthof the magmachamber)exceeding 5 and that internalembeddedfaults may alsoappear when the aspectratio exceeds10. Thermal conductivitycontrasts in ash flow calderasgive rise to strongheat refractionthat localizesdeep seated thermal anomalies to the outer sides of the faults. In the presenceof regional



extensionthe border faulting can be attenuatedor disappear,and the faults tend to localizearound the central part of the chamberroof. Coupledtherrnomechanical modelingsuggests that the outer sidesof the borderfaults havehigh trapping capabilitiesfor hydrothermalfluids. The geometryof the brittle-ductiletransition largelycontrolsthat of the fracturedzoneswithin and aroundthe chamberroof, thusjustifyinga new "mechanical definition"of magmachambergeometry. 1. Introduction



though they present quite important geodynamicproblems.



Growinginterest in the explorationpotential of ash Ashflow (or ignimbrite)calderasare thoughtto form flow calderashas stimulated numerousmodelingstudies when large eruptions remove tremendousquantities of that are mostly focusedon fluid flow problemssuch as magma from shallow silicic magma chambers beneath localized hydrothermal circulation through the intenvolcanic cones. During a major eruption, which comsive fracture networks typically formed in the magma



monly destroys the volcanic structure, the amount of extrudedmagma may be soimportant that the resulting ever, recent studiesin related researchfields (for ex- mass deficit in the chamber, combined with the weight ample, modelingof mineralizedfluid flow in sedimen- of the overlying surface ash flow deposits,leads to the tary basins)havedemonstrated the necessity of taking inward collapse of the chamber roof and to the formainto accountstress,fracture, and temperature evolution tion of a caldera. chamber



roof and around



the border



faults.



How-



within the whole tectonic unit involved because these



can imposecritical conditionson localizedfluid circulation. Yet many processes taking placein magmaticsystems, includingthe initiation of borderfaulting, mechanismsof caldera collapse,and related changesin the thermal and stressfield, are still poorly investigated,al-



Studies on ash flow calderas over the past half century have mostly focusedon mineralogy,petrology, and



structuralgeology[Williams, 1941;Smith, 1960;Steven and Lipman, 1976],complemented by only a few, chiefly conceptual, models of caldera formation and evolution



[Smith and Bailey, 1968]. Although a numberof simplified mechanismsof caldera formation have been sug-



1Now at Tectonics Department, University of Pierre and Marie Curie, Paris, France



gestedand investigatedsincethe 1970s[e.g.,Druitt and Sparks,1984], the processesleading to varioustypes
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of ash flow caldera or different subsidencestyles imply many parameters that are difficult to include in a single scheme: caldera diameter, volume of ejected material,
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geometryof the magmachamber,refeedingor coolingof
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the magmareservoir,regionalstressfield, erosionrate, tionsfrom large shallowmagmachambers,whereasthe trapdoor subsidencecould derive from smaller erupThe recent review by Lipman [1997]proposedfive tions, associatedwith an asymmetricalmagmachamber end-member subsidencescenarios (Figure 1) for or with a regionaltectonicregime. Funnelcalderasare with small-scale(< 2-4 km) structuresthat calderas:Figurela, "plate"or "piston-like"; Figurelb, associated would develop in relatively weak crusts. The great di"piecemeal"; Figure lc, "trapdoor";Figureld, "downversity of ash flow caldera types is difficult to interpret sag";and Figure le, "funnel". Accordingto this clasfrom field observations only, becauseone can imagine sification,the plate or piston-likesubsidence is associseveral independent mechanisms that could produce a ated with large calderasformed by voluminouserupsimilar collapsescenario;the physicallinks betweenthe subcrustalprocesses and their surfaceexpressionhave



etc.



"Plate"



a)



b)



or "Piston-like" subsidence



studies



"Piecemeal"



subsidence



"Trapdoor" subsidence



c)



d)



"Downsag" subsidence



"Funnel"



e)



not really been investigated. Most recent large-scalethermomechanicalmodeling



caldera



of caldera evolution



have either



considered



rather simplifiedscenariosbasedon the elasticand viscousrheologies [e.g.,Luongoet al., 1991;Gudmundsson et al., 1997]often originatingfrom someolderand not quite self-consistent studies,or they havebeenfocused on problemsrelated to magma chamberemplacement and surfacedeformation. Someof thesemodels[e.g., De Natale et al., 1997; Gudmundsson et al., 1997]predict stressconcentrationsat the borders of the magma chamber, which are anticipated to coincidewith zones of fault initialization. None of the existing numerical and analytical modelstreats the problem of the initiation and evolution of border faults around the magma chamberin a mechanicallyconsistentway, i.e., usingrealisticrock rheologiesand without predefiningfault surfacesor weaknessplanes. Gudmundsson et al. [1997], for example, attempt to predict the location and initiation conditionsof the border faults by modelingstress concentrationsat the cornersof the magma chamber, but the elastic rheologyand small-strainboundary element method that they usedcan give only hints, hardly real solutions. This point has recently been discussed in a number of studiesthat warn against a direct application of pure elasticor viscoussolutionsfor predicting brittle failure zones[e.g., Buck, 1997; Gerbaultet al., 1998]. A few geophysicalmodelshave been proposedto investigatethe dynamicsof large shallowcalderas.One of them, a two-stagemodelby Druitt andSparks[1984], givesa simplifiedanalysisof the relationshipsbetween the erupted volumesand magma chamber pressures. Another,a numericalmodelby 6'h•ry et al. [1991],can be consideredat presentas the most completebecause it is basedon temperatureand stress-/strain-dependent plastoviscoelastic rheology.However,this modelcould not resolve the fault localization. It reproduced surface



uplift and subsidenceunder specificconditionsirrele-



vantto our study(e.g.,fixedmagmachamber geometry. Thusnoneof the existingmodelsreallyresolves the major problemsasborderfault formationandevolution Figure 1. Five scenariosfor caldera subsidence, and caldera collapse. adaptedfrom Lipman [1997]and T. Druitt, (personal Calderas are commonly circular or ellipsoidal in communication,1998). The shapesand sizesof the magmachambersvary from onecaseto the other,indi- shape,evenin areasof strongregionalextensionwhere cating probablestronginterplaysbetweencalderasub- the major (tectonic)normal faults are linear. Wellknown examples are representedby the Vailes and sidencestyle and reservoir geometry.
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Questa calderas, located along the Rio Grande rift, and other nearly circular calderasare describedby Of-



OF CALDERAS
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the work is devoted to the steady state heat transfer



(reflectionand refraction)mechanismsrelated to the tedahl[1978]within the PermianOslo rift, in Norway. thermal conductivity contrastswithin caldera settings.



In somecases,the formation of a new small caldera em- The second part deals with the physical mechanisms bedded within an older large caldera can occur several that lead to faulting and control the fault geometry,lomillion years after the major collapse,as at Rodalquilar- calization,and associated pressure/stress field andtranLomillain southeastern Spain[Rytubaet al., 1990]and sient thermal effects. Finally, we present and discussa Platoro-Summitvillein Colorado[Lipman, 1984]. Al- coupled twofold thermomechanical model in which the though the inner "nested" caldera may be geometri- heat diffusion and advection from the magma chamber cally similar to the outer one (nearlycircularor elon- affect the rheology of the caldera-relatedrocks, resultgate), this cannot be treated as a generalrule; some ing in changesto the geometry of the fracture zones. calderasare highly asymmetricor exhibit an asymmetric dynamic behavior, as at the Toba caldera complex 2. Physical Properties of Ash Flow



in Sumatra [Chesnerand Rose,1991].



Pyroclastic eruptions produce voluminous and thick ash flow tuffs that originate from shallow silicic intru-



sions. An idea of the quantitiesinvolvedis given by the BishopTuff of the Long Valley caldera,which represents



Caldera 2.1.



Rocks



Intracaldera



Units



Recent compilations of thermal conductivity data



about500kma ofejected products [Baileyet al., 1976], since the preliminary measurementsby Smith [1960] by the depositswithin the Julietta caldera, Russia,that



show that the ash flow tuffs have high but quite vari-



are morethan 1000rn thick [Strujkovet al., 1996],and able porosity: porosity of the ash flow tuffs in the by the intracalderatuffsat La Primavera,Mexico[Ma- Guayabo caldera, Costa Rica, appears to range behood, 1980]. The succession of volcaniceventslead- tween 3 and 22% [Hallinan and Brown, 1995];porosing to the presenceof thick intracaldera depositsis still ity values as high as 30% are reported for the intranot completely understood; although caldera collapse caldera fill sequenceof the Valles caldera [Goff and is commonly associatedwith the major eruption, recur- Gardner,1994];and the NeapolitanYellowTuffsof the rent calderacollapseand/or recurrentsurfacedeforma- PhlegraeanFields calderahaveporositiesreaching50% tion have been also deduced for a number of ash flow [Ascoleseet al., 1993]. The conductivity-porosity hiscalderassuchas Santorini,Greece[Druitt and Francav- togramshownin Figure 2a (adaptedfrom Clauserand iglia, 1992],and the PhlegraeanFields,Italy [Bianchi Huenges[1995]) demonstratesthat the high-porosity et al., 1987]. volcanicrocks(with a mean thermal conductivityk of Detailed hydrological and geothermal studies of the 1.9 W m -• K -• are about 1.5-2.0 times less conduchydrothermal systemsin ash flow calderashave focused tive than the other rocks, and Figure 2b shows that



on the flow paths of hydrothermalfluids [e.g., Elder, "tuff(ites)"belongto the family of volcanicrockswith 1981;Soreyet al., 1991;McConnelet al., 1997]. None the lowest possible thermal conductivity. A series of deal with the "large-scale"processesthat, in our definition, include the caldera, the magma chamber,and their embeddingsand involve large time spans;existing studies on active calderassuchas Long Valley, Yellowstone, Taupo, or the PhlegraeanFields only yield information on the short-duration behavior. Fortunately, thermomechanicalmodels can be constrainedusingpetrophysical data availablefrom abundantfield and drilling stud-



measurementsin the ash flow tuffs of the Long Valley caldera, including the Bishop Tuff, gives k rangesfrom



ies.



be noted that the surroundingrocks have rather high k compared to that of the ash flow tuffs; for example, Paleozoic metasedimentsof the Long Valley caldera and the adjacent granites are characterizedby valuesof 4.2



In this paper, we investigate a number of the unresolved problems including the formation and deep geometry of the caldera faults, the thermal regime at depth, and the relationshipsbetweenthe magmatic system and the surface features



of ash flow calderas.



Our



analysisis restricted to the effectsof the reservoirgeometry, the surface deposition, and the regional stress regime, all of which can affect the style of caldera collapse [Lipman, 1997]. Our study of thermal and mechanical processeswithin calderas,has incorporated experimentally constrainedbrittle-ductile-elasticrheological laws and laboratory measurementsof thermal conductivities and densities,as well as the changesin these properties during caldera evolution. The first part of



0.8 to 2.2 W m-• K -• for the samplescomingfrom shallow wells and a mean value of about 2.2 W m -•



K -• for the BishopTuff [Soreyet al., 1991].The k values for shallow lying tuffs in the Phlegraean Fields are



lower,between0.40 and 0.85 W m-• K -1, depending on the water content [Corradoet al., 1998]. It must



and 2.8-3.3W m-• K -•, respectively.In otherwords, the



ash flow



tuffs



are at least



1.3 times



less conduc-



tive than the surrounding rocks, and this conductivity contrast can easily jump to more than 3. The high porosity of the ash flow tuffs measured in



the Taupovolcaniczone[Coleet al., 1998]increases the density contrast between the intracaldera units and the embedding rocks. Ignimbrites, with density ranges be-



tween900 and 2400 kg m-a, are basicallylessdense than other lavas. For example, the ignimbrite density in the Taupo volcanic zone is between 1300 and



23,084
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creaseswith depth as suggestedby Rytuba [1994],we could expect the high-conductivity ring faults bordering the intracalderaash flow tuffs to have a significant thermal effect, "channelizing"part of the lateral heat



lOO



•



lowporosity(lp)



8o



,•



•. 60



_



OF CALDERAS



hp = lava,tu•, tuffbreccias, MORB mean= 1.9 +/- 0.4 (s.d.) (n-- 92)



flow. It must be noted, however, that quartz-rich rocks become less conductive with increasing temperature, whereas the ash flow units are assumed to become less



• 40



2O



- •



lp =rhyolite, andesite,



basalt(excl.MORB) mean= 2.9 +/- 0.7(s.d.)



_



(n-- 234)



o



0.5



1.5



porous(andlessinsulating)with increasing depth.The



2.5



3.5



4.5



5.5



Thermal conductivity(W/m/K)



combination of these two effectsshould result in depthdependentconductivity contrastsbetweenthe ash flow tuffs and caldera faults. The effectsof high- and lowconductivity rocks embeddedwithin rocks of "normal" conductivityhave still to be investigated.In the present study we merely take a first step forward by considering a simplified heat transfer model as presentedin section 3.2.



quartz



b)



7.7W/m/K



3. Caldera "Snapping" and Heat Refraction' Analytical Assessment



volcanic • r



In this section we make several simplified analytical estimations



air / water



0.02/ 0.6 W/m/K



non-quartz



minerals 1.5-5.0 W/m/K



for the conditions



of caldera subsidence and



the thermal effectsof the laterally varying thermal properties. In the later sections,basedon the resultsof these estimations, we develop pure numerical models, free of the restricting assumptionsimposedby the analytical approach.



3.1. Static Conditions of Caldera Snapping



Figure 2. (a) Thermalconductivities of rockspresent Investigation of the thermomechanical behavior of in ashflowcalderasettings[fromClauserandHuenges, ash flow calderas requires some simple initial idea of 1995].(b) Quartz-richrockspresentin borderfaultsof calderasare conductivematerial whereastuff(ite)s are the conditionsof their formation, suchas location of the poorlyconductivematerial. The effectsof porosity(a) caldera with respect to the magma chamber, size and and pressure are discussedin the text. depth of the chamber,thicknessof the deposits(which plays a double role as a surface load and as a ther-



mal insulator),and critical overpressure in the magma 2300kg m-a; for the calderafill sequences with m 15% chamber. Without at least an approximate knowledge porosityat Vallescalderait is around2200 kg m-a; of these parameterswe may have difficultiesin setting



for the Guayabo caldera, Costa Rica, it is between 900



up the thermal and mechanical problem for numerical



and 2400kg m-3 [Hallinanand Brown,1995]. From modeling. gravity modeling of the Los Azufres caldera, Mexico,



A very simple mathematical formulation can be used



Campo-Enriquez and Gatdubo-Monroy[1995]suggested to explain the formation and location of the ring faults. a depth-averaged densitycontrastof-300 kg m-3 be- As was recently shown on the basis of analysisof bendtween the caldera infill and embeddingrocks.



ing and segmentationof the oceaniclithosphere at the



2.2.



spreadingcenters[Buck,1997],a localizedfaultingor snapping(prior to distributed"crunching")of a bent



Fractured



Rocks



Ring faults and fractures are locally filled with quartz rich rocksthat, as suggested in Figure 2b [Clauserand Huenges,1995],are probablymoreconductivethan the



thin plastoelastic layer occurs when the maximum value of the local elastic bending moment exceedsthe



other rocks. This is supported by recent heat flow stud-



shownthat this condition is valid for layers thinner than 10 km. For our case, this implies that bending of the



ies [Guillou-Frottieret al., 1996] that suggesthigh k



valuesfor quartzites(around5-6 W m-1 K-1, i.e., 2 times higher than for the crustal backgroundand 4 times higher than for the intracaldera ash flow units. It is obvious that such a large lateral conductivity contrast between the caldera fill sequencesand the caldera borders can modify steady state heat transfer patterns. Thus, if the width of the border faults essentially in-



respectivevalueof the plasticmoment.Buck[1997]has



chamberroof (thickness of 2-3 km) shouldmostlyresult in localizedfaulting(andnot in crunching)at the places of highest flexure and justifies our analytical model of



roofbendingand snapping(Figure3) described in Appendix A. As predicted by our model, the maximum flexural



stress rr inside



the caldera



roof is reached



at



the bordersof its upper surface(x = 0); here it be-
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Figure 3. Diagram of the calderaroof snappingscenario;d is the roof thickness,R is the caldera radius, h is the thicknessof the deposits,P is the overpressure,and F is the cutting edge force



appliedat the calderacenter(x - R) (seetext for definitions).



comesequal(seeequation(A12))to 3P(R/d)2, where MPa for granite-like rocks at the upper surface of the P is the normalload appliedto the cover(equalto the



chamber



roof would



be from



20-30 to 40-60



MPa



at the



sum of the chamber pressure, weight of the deposits, interface with the magma chamber. Consequently,one p.qh(Table 1) and the other possibleborderforces),R can assume that the rupture is more likely to be initiis the radius of caldera, and d is the thickness of the ated at the surface,either, and most probably,(1) at strong part of the cover. The roof can break only if er the initial stagesof upward roof and local extensiondue is greater than the local brittle rock strength err, which to overpressurein the chamber before the eruption or is as little



as 10 or 20 MPa



at the surface and 2-3 times



higher at the brittle-ductile interface with the magma chamber.



As follows from the relation for er and from equa-



tion (A9) in Appendix A for the edge cutting force



Fc = rrd2/6R,the largerthe caldera,the smallerthe force or load needed



to break



it at the borders.



For



example, assumingd = 2.5 km, a thicknessof at least 3 km of ash flow deposits will be needed to provoke border faulting and the collapseof a small caldera with



R = d (2Rid = 2). A larger calderawith R: 10 km (2l•/d: 8) will collapseundera much(16 times)



(2) at the stageof downwardroofflexureunderthe load of the erupted deposits and due to the underpressurein the partly emptied magma chamber. In the latter case, the rupture may start both at the top and at the bottom of the cover becauseeven though the rock strength increases with depth, the extended lower part of the chamber roof may appear weaker than the compressed upper part due to the asymmetry in responseto compression and extension. Unfortunately, the thin-plate approximation doesnot allow one to account for stressdepth distributions associated with the real geometryand mechanicalproperties of the system. Moreover, the assumptionof a rigid flexible cover would not work for very shallow or very "hot" calderas where the cover may no longer be rigid. As



lower load, correspondingto only a 20-m-thick surface deposit layer or to overpressuresin the magma chamber of only few megapascals.The same argument is valid for the critical edge force, which is several times higher will be shownin later two-dimensional (2-D) modeling for a small caldera (2Rid -- 2) than for a large one sections, faults do indeed tend to initialize at the bor(21•/d > 6). Thus only a 10 m thicknessof surfacede- ders but may propagate in directions opposite to what posits, or .-•1 MPa of the subsurfaceoverpressure,will is expected in the elastic model. This is due mainly be sufiScientto break the roof of a magma chamber with to the additional strain localizations around the curved (2l•/d) = 10, as againstvalues25 times greaterfor a cornersof the magma chamber and to depth-dependent calderawith (2/•/d) = 2 and 100 times greaterfor a inelastic rheologicalproperties.



calderawith (2R/d):



1.



In caseswhere/• >/k (with/k •_ (4-5) d beingthe flex-



In general,one needsa higher bendingstressto break ural wavelength[Timoshenkoand Woinowsky-Krieger, the magma chamber roof from below than from above 1959]),the secondderivativeof the deflection,td•, will becausethe brittle rock strength rrw increaseswith have more than one local extreme. Consequently, the depthz (or pressure)by • 0.6 pg(z q- h) for compres- roof of the magma chamber may also be broken in the



sionand ,,• 0.3 p#(z + h) for extension;a tr• of •10-20



intermediate



zones between



the center and the borders
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Variable
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of Variables



Values and Units



Definition



a



n.d.



inner caldera radius



am A



n.d. Pa -'• s-X



Fourier coefficient material constant



b



n.d.



outer caldera radius



bm cm



n.d. n.d.



Fourier coefficient Fourier coefficient



d



km



caldera



D



N m



flexural rigidity



Comments



analytical thermal analytical thermal power law analytical thermal analytical thermal analytical thermal



model model model model model



roof thickness



E



8 x 10xøN m-e



Young'smodulus



fw



n.d.



fault



F



N m- •



force



g



9.8 m s-e



acceleration dueto gravity



h hr



m, km 10 km



thicknessof deposits decay scale of heat production



H



km



chamber



H*



kJ tool-•



activationenthalpy



power law



Hs



9.5 x 10-•ø W kg-•



surface heatproduction rate



upper crust



Hc2Cc• -• 1.7 x 10-•a K s-•



radiogenic heat



lower crust



k



W m-• K -•



thermalconductivity



ki



n.d.



thermal conductivity



ignimbrites



kf



n.d.



thermal conductivity



kx



n.d.



thermal conductivity



fault host rocks



kc• k•e km Ka



2.5 W m-• K -• 2.0 W m-• K -• 3.5 W m-x K -• me s-•



thermalconductivity thermalconductivity thermalconductivity coefficientof diffusion



L



250 km



thermal thickness of the lithosphere



m M



n.d. N



index of Fourier series flexural moment



n



3 to 5



stress exponent



width



per unit width



ignimbrites upper crust



thickness



upper crust lower crust mantle



mass diffusivity



per unit length power law



p



Pa, MPa



pressure



P



Pa



normal



qm



n.d.



wavenumber



r,y



km, m



roofcurvature



rk R



1.5 to 10 km, m



conductivity ratio caldera radius



rk = kf/ki



R*



8.314 J mol-• K -•



gasconstant



power law



t



s



time



ta T T• Tm w x y



Ma oC, K m, km 1330øC m, km n.d., m, or km m, km



thermal age temperature effective elastic thickness T at depth L roof deflection horizontal distance depth



depth



load



z



0 to i (n.d.)



am



n.d.



Fourier coefficient



•m 7m



n.d. n.d.



Fourier coefficient Fourier coefficient



•



n.d.



strain



i



s-x



averagestrainrate



or overpressure



analytical thermal model



lessthan geologicalage depending on usage instant integrated strength analytical analytical analytical analytical analytical analytical



models mechanical model thermal model thermal model thermal model thermal model



(seeflexuralequations(A1)-(A2)). Suchconfigurationsplate approximation should be still valid for the chamcould give rise to the formation of the so-callednested ber cover. However, if the thickness of the chamber calderas, even though this scenario is not necessarily approachesthe thicknessof its cover, the flexural behavior of the latter will be much more complex since it unique. The derivations of this section were made in the tramay becomecoupledwith the deformation of the whole ditional way, i.e., without taking into accountthe thick- magmatic system. Suchcouplingmay increasethe innessH of the magma chamber itself. For d 10, sec4.4.2. Caldera collapse in the presence of •he ondary zonesof roof failure may alsoappearat the em- regional stress field. In the secondgroupof experplacements where the second derivative of the flexural iments(Figure 11) we assumed that the calderaunder-
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R/H(2R/d)



23,097



dev



(2)



stress (Pa)O•ii



0.0



4.8e+07



9.6e+07



2.4 (4.•)



t .Oe+06



•,



5.0e+07



:, I........ :................



o



• 0 "•*.. • M• --•



C3 10



i .Oe+08



.............



' :+:' .•;•::.-:.-:-.-:.•.•+:::::::7•:•':-•a•a•:•;• '--•:'•:..•••'•:• ::%. :•:•:



011J'"•"'•--'•--•--:•?••!• %f:'-'"-::?: '•:' ".':"•:':'."•C' ......... ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 7':.:•?'•:';' . '•:? .. ......................



0.0



5.2e+07



1.0e+08



0.0



5.3e+07



1.1e+08



• (•o)



•, o•c•



•o _



'/5 ß (30)



• o===================================== ============================= ::::-• -5 ? magmachamber • 10 +•.-,+-•:•, ...........:":•"•;•:' '•-..--•?•:•:::--:-•::-..•:•?:•-:•, .............................................. -•-:•>• lim ki(•zz OTi • (x- 0,z- 0)- 1. J



break the coverat the bordercan be 3(R/d)2 times lower than its brittle strength'



cre/P- 3(R/d)•.



(A12)



This condition is valid only for large calderas. With such geometriesthe isothermsare locally disturbed at the caldera



Appendix B' Heat Refraction Within Caldera Settings The model is based on the solution



borders



but reach a constant



heat flux state



far away from them, i.e., not only at infinity but also at



the calderacenterx - 0. Evenfor verystrong(rk - 30)



of dimensionless



thermal diffusion equation in Cartesian geometry. The caldera extends from the surface to a depth of 1, which



standsfor the baseof the ashflow units (Figure4). A constantunit heat flux (= 1) is imposedas a lateral condition at z--> +cx>, which is equivalent to a homo-



geneousheat flux conditionfar away from the caldera within the whole depth interval 0 1 these perturbations will be rapidly damped away due to the constant heat flux condition at infinity. There are no heat sourcesin the model. Border



faults (or quartz-richveins)are verticaland symmetricallylocatedat a < < b, wherex - 0 is the centerof the caldera. Thermal conductivityis k! in the quartz-



conductivity ratios, the constantheat flow conditionat the center is valid within only 5% error where caldera diameters are > 4 times caldera thickness. For a representative conductivity ratio of r• - 4 and for the same caldera diameter, the error is < 3%. In Cartesian geometry the solution for temperature is dimensionlessand can be expressedvia Fourier series



(whereqr• are wavenumbersand ar•, bm and Cr• are Fouriercoefficients)as
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and is suited for the caseof large calderas. Analytical
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